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CHILE; Gender and Science:  The Difference Feminism has Made 

Evelyn Fox Keller, MIT 

Introduct ion 

Thirty years ago, the terms gender and science had not yet been formally conjoined 

(at least not in respectable academic circles); nor had the implications of such a 

conjunction yet been subjected to any kind of serious analytic or historical scrutiny. 

However, “Gender and Science” has since become a well established category of science 

studies with its own conferences, it own courses, and a voluminous body of published 

literature.  The question I want to address is, what difference, if any, has this literature had 

on the practice of the natural sciences?   Or, more generally, what difference has feminism 

made for science (where, by science, I refer to the natural sciences)?  

Clearly, feminism has made a substantial difference to the careers of many women – in the 

first instance, of women scientists, but also of feminists writing about science, in science, and 

even to women writing of our careers, but presumably, we had something larger in mind. We 

wanted to change the world. For many of us, work on gender and science was aimed as 

much at the “liberation” of science as at the liberation of women.  So my question is, How 

successful were we?  It is easy to see that feminist scholarship in gender and science has 

had a substantial impact on the history, sociology, and anthropology of science – and a 

rather smaller (but still noticeable) impact on the philosophy of science --  but as to the 

practice of science itself, the question is harder to answer.   Yet I think it is possible to 

identify at least a modest impact of feminism on the practice of science, even if not 

directly by us as scholars.  Let me explain. 

What is it that Makes a Difference? 

Making a difference implies agency, and we are not normally accustomed to attributing 

agency to abstract entities, or social movements, like feminism; we suppose that only 

human actors – i.e., ourselves --  have agency.  Thus it is that so many participants in this 

workshop responded to its organizing question by tacitly reading feminism as feminists, 

i.e., as ourselves, claiming for “us”  not only identification with the social movement, but 

causal responsibility for it.  
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But it seems to me that by far the most important differences we have seen over the last 

quarter century are not those made by particular individuals or groups, but rather, those 

that were forged by  feminism as a social movement. The particular social movement that 

we call (modern) feminism acquired its meaning, and its force, not by the platforms or 

arguments of any of its different variants, but by the glue that bound these variants into an 

operational unity.  Whatever the tensions, the conflicts, the multiplicities that existed 

within that movement, the important thing is that these tensions, conflicts and 

multiplicities could be contained, even submerged,  by the greater force of the whole.  At 

least for a while, at least for long enough in any case to mount one of the most dramatic 

cultural revolutions of recent history.   

A hundred years ago, Gustav LeBon wrote quite disparagingly of phenomena like 

mass movements and crowds – likening them to such “lower forms of evolution” as “women, 

savages, and children” -- representing lower forms of evolution because they do not proceed 

by the conscious will of individuals so much as by the repetition of simplified ideas and 

images through popular culture, a form of contagion that sweeps through the crowd by 

imitation.   I would argue, however, that, for all the difference that individual scholars have 

made-- however brilliant, forceful, and imaginative our/their contributions may have been -- 

it is the social movement itself that has been the real agent of change.  Indeed, feminist 

scholars themselves are now and have from the beginning been a product of that movement, 

especially, in the United States.    It goes both ways of course, but  it is a noteworthy historical 

fact that, in this country at least,  the emergence of feminist scholarship (and more, 

specifically, the subject of ‘gender and science’)  was in fact preceded by a political and social 

movement.  To be sure, the feminist movement began with the efforts of a few individuals 

and groups, but very quickly, it took on a life of its own, sweeping into its active center all the 

cultural machinery of a generation  (indeed, that is precisely what made it a social movement).  

And feminist scholarship was only one of many of its by-products.  The maelstrom of 

second-wave feminism gave rise to a men’s movement, to a generation of caring fathers, to a 

profusion of new women detectives (both in novels and on television), to new forms of 

speech, to new legislation, to new social mores.  In a word, it transformed the meaning of 

gender.   And one of the most dramatic by-products of this transformation,  especially in the 
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context of gender and science, was the opening of science, engineering, and medicine to 

women, and the dramatic influx of at least white women into these arenas.    

And what difference, if any, has this made to the practice of science (or engineering or 

medicine)?    In particular, has it led to any noticeable changes in the content of science?  

Without question, the influx of women into the profession has changed the profile of at least 

American scientists.  But has it in any observable way changed the actual doing of science?   

One might argue that changing the face of science does in itself change the doing of science, 

but not, I think, in the ways people tend first to think of.  What is usually understood by this 

question is:  Have the women themselves changed the doing of science?  Have they by their 

own example brought a new legitimization of traditionally feminine values into the practice of 

science?  Thus posed, my guess would be:  probably not. With a few possible exceptions, I do 

not believe that women scientists have either sought to or succeeded in introducing 

stereotypic feminine values into the lab – indeed, logic itself seems to me to argue against 

such a possibility.  As the most recent group to be integrated, women scientists are under 

particular pressure to shed whatever traditional values they may have absorbed qua women – 

if for no other reason, then merely to prove their legitimacy as scientists.   

But if we rephrase the question and ask, has their presence helped to restore equity in the 

symbolic realm in which gender has operated for so many eons?,  I would answer with an 

unequivocal yes. Especially, I would argue that the commonplace presence of women in 

positions of leadership and authority in science has helped erode the meaning of traditional 

gender labels in the very domain in which they worked, and for everyone working in that 

domain. I would also argue that this erosion has helped open up new cognitive spaces, and 

has thereby contributed to concrete changes in the very content of at least some scientific 

disciplines.   Let me explain what I mean by giving some examples from the discipline 

that best illustrates my claim, namely, from biological science. 

We might start with the simplest and most obvious example, and thanks in good part to the 

work of Emily Martin (1991) and Scott Gilbert and his students (1989), the example that is 

probably best known, namely, that of fertilization:   Until fairly recently, the sperm cell has 

consistently been depicted as “active,” “forceful” and “self-propelled”, enabling it to 

“burrow through the egg coat” and “penetrate” the egg, to which it ‘delivers’ its genes, and 

“activate[s] the developmental program.”  By contrast, the egg cell is passively 
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“transported” or “swept” along the fallopian tube until it is “assaulted,” “penetrated”, and 

fertilized by the sperm (Martin, 1991:489-90).  The noteworthy point here is not that this 

is a sexist portrayal (of course, it is), but rather,  that the technical details elaborating this 

picture have been, at least until the last few years, astonishingly consistent with it:  the 

experimental work provided chemical and mechanical accounts for the motility of the 

sperm; for their adhesion to the cell membrane, and for their ability to effect membrane 

fusion.  The activity of the egg, assumed apriori to be non-existent, required no 

mechanism, and no such mechanism was found..   

Only recently has this picture shifted, and with that shift, so too has shifted our technical 

understanding of the molecular dynamics of fertilization. Now, it is becoming clear that 

the egg is not merely a large yolk-filled sphere into which the sperm burrows to endow 

new life.  Rather, recent research suggest the almost heretical view that sperm and egg are 

mutually active partners. (Schatten and Schatten, 1983:29).  Indeed, the most current 

research on the subject routinely emphasizes the activity of the egg cell in producing the 

proteins or molecules necessary for adhesion and penetration.  In a recent issue of Nature, 

e.g., we can read:  

At one time, eggs were regarded like the cargo in the hold of a vessel... We now 

recognize that each egg actively influences the development of its own follicle—it 

despatches commands affecting the growth and differentiation of the granulosa cells 

around it, while receiving information and nutrition from them....  This could throw 

fresh light on unexplained forms of infertility and indicate new strategies for 

contraception. (Gosden, 1996).   

Even the widely used textbook, The Molecular Biology of the Cell, seems to have 

embraced at least nominal equity on the matter:  here, “fertilization” is defined as the 

process by which egg and sperm “find each other and fuse.” (Alberts et al, 1990:868).   

This story provides a powerful lesson.  It illustrates the ways in which language can shape 

the thinking and acting of working scientists—i.e., by framing their attention, their 

perception, and accordingly, the fields in which they can envision experiments that might 

be useful to undertake.  When the language shifts, so too does our perception.  We can 

envision new possibilities – new opportunities for research.  And responsiveness to such 
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opportunities is in the very nature of the scientific enterprise.  Of course, not all metaphors 

are equally productive, but in this particular example, both metaphors were manifestly 

productive, albeit of different effects—one led to intensive investigation of the molecular 

mechanisms of sperm activity, while the other fostered research permitting the elucidation 

of mechanisms by which the egg would have to be said to be “active.”  

Over the last 25 years, the impact of changing cultural perceptions of gender on the 

biological sciences has grown steadily, extending well beyond studies of fertilization per 

se to include a host of research endeavors enriched by a new appreciation of a wide range 

of phenomena grouped together under the term “Maternal Effects.”  “Maternal Effects” 

refer to those long range influences on the biology of offspring (and even on the evolution 

of species) resulting from the particular behavior and physiology of the maternal parent.  

Indeed, the role of the egg in enabling (or initiating) fertilization can be described as a 

“maternal effect”, as can (and is so described) the role of the egg’s cytoplasm on the 

developing zygote.  “Maternal effects” thus arise in a wide range of biological disciplines, 

from evolutionary biology and ecology to developmental genetics.   

For many decades, the significance of such effects—wherever they arose –was widely 

discounted.  But today, their importance is well established, and no longer needs 

commenting.  Such examples illustrate clearly enough the interplay between metaphor and 

experiment, but in the final analysis, they may be too simple—as it were, too close to 

home.  They are, after all, about the biology of sexual difference—and as such, one might 

conclude that they naturally invite the invocation of sexual (or gender) metaphors.  But 

under the rubric of maternal effects one also finds more subtle effects, indirect expressions 

of metaphors of gender long buried.  Take, e.g., the discourse of gene action, and, more 

generally, the relations between genetics and embryology during the inter-war period.   

Here, the subject at issue concerns not the relation between egg and sperm or between 

male and female parent (or at least not directly), but rather, perceptions of the relative 

importance of nucleus and cytoplasm in the fertilized egg.  Inevitably, the story is more 

complicated. 
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The Discourse o f  Gene Act ion 

By “the discourse of gene action” (see Keller, 1995), I refer not to a single metaphor, but 

to a field of metaphors—a way of talking about the role of genes in development that was 

introduced in the 1920’s and 30’s by the first generation of American geneticists—that 

attributes to the gene not only causal primacy, but autonomy, and perhaps especially, the 

sole agency in organismic development.  Development is controlled by the action of 

genes.  Everything else in the cell is mere surplus.  As H. J. Muller put it,   

‘the great bulk... of the protoplasm was, after all, only a by-product of the action of the 

gene material; its “function” (its survival-value) lies only in its fostering the genes, and the 

primary secrets common to all life lie further back, in the gene material itself.” (1929:200-

1) 

We may now be well used to this way of talking, but in the early part of the century, 

geneticists had little to go on to support such a picture.  The field was still very young, 

struggling to carve out a niche for itself in relation to the then much stronger field of 

embryology.  As L. C. Dunn put it, “Geneticists had to be a bit pushy in order to get [their 

field] established.” They may have been short on evidence—they knew nothing about 

what a gene was, much less about how it “acted”--, but they had an immensely productive 

way of talking that enabled them to get on with their work without worrying about what 

they did not know, that framed their questions and guided their choices, both of 

experiments worth doing and of organisms worth studying. Nowhere is this more striking 

than in their reframing of the problems of embryology.  Sturtevant, e.g., put it like this:  

 “One of the central problems of biology is that of differentiation—how does an egg 

develop into a complex many-celled organism?  That is, of course, the traditional major 

problem of embryology; but it also appears in genetics in the form of the question, “How 

do genes produce their effects?” (p. 304)  

This rephrasing guided research in developmental genetics for the next 40 years. It 

encouraged the view that research on “gene action” was primary, that cytoplasmic effects 

were at best of secondary interest—in Morgan’s term, “indifferent.”  The phenomenal 

success of this research program, first in classical, and later, in molecular genetics, goes 

without saying. But it also had its costs—most conspicuously, in a 40 year long eclipse of 
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both the discipline of embryology and its original problem, how does an egg develop into 

a complex many-celled organism?   

The disciplinary triumph of genetics over embryology during this period is well known, 

and depended largely on the dramatic experimental successes of genetic analysis.  But 

politics too played its role – disciplinary politics, international politics, and gender politics 

as well.       In the 1930’s, the Swiss embryologist Oscar Schotte liked to illustrate the 

relations between embryology and genetics with a sketch of two views of the cell (cited in 

Sander, 1983): As perceived by the embryologist, the nucleus is very small, but as 

perceived by the geneticist, it virtually fills the entire cell.  In this sketch, nucleus and 

cytoplasm are employed as tropes for the two disciplines—each lends to their object of 

study a size in direct proportion to their perceived self-importance.  In like fashion, the 

two disciplines lent to each object, nucleus and cytoplasm, their own self-attributes of 

agency, autonomy, and power.    

In addition, nucleus and cytoplasm also came to stand as tropes for national importance, 

agency, and power, with the former, as the domain in which American genetics had come 

to stake its unique strengths, associated with American interests (and prowess), and the 

latter, with European, and especially of German, interests and prowess.  German biologists 

were often explicit about what they saw as the attempt by American geneticists to 

appropriate the entire field.  In 1927, e.g., Haecker described the field between genetics 

and development as the “no-man’s land” of somatogenesis—“a border field which by us 

has been tilled for quite some time... The Americans have taken no notice of this.”  This 

tension persisted throughout the interwar years, and was resolved only with the resounding 

defeat of Germany (and the virtual destruction of German biology) in World War II. 

But the most conspicuous metaphoric reference of nucleus and cytoplasm is surely be 

found in reproduction.  And here, By tradition as well as by biological experience, nucleus 

and cytoplasm were also tropes for male and female.  Until the emergence of bacterial 

genetics in the mid 1940’s, all research in genetics and embryology, both in Europe and 

the U.S., focussed on organisms that pass through embryonic stages of development, and 

for these organisms, a persistent asymmetry is evident in male and female contributions to 

fertilization: the female gamete, the egg, is vastly larger than the male gamete, the sperm.  
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The difference is the cytoplasm, deriving from the maternal parent (a no-man’s land 

indeed); by contrast, the sperm cell is almost pure nucleus.  Not surprising that, in the 

conventional discourse about nucleus and cytoplasm, cytoplasm is routinely taken to be 

synonymous with egg, and even that  -- by an all too familiar twist of logic—the nucleus 

was often taken as a stand-in for sperm.  Boveri, e.g., argued for the need to recognize at 

least some function for the cytoplasm on the grounds of “the absurdity of the idea that it 

would be possible to bring a sperm to develop by means of an artificial culture medium.” 

(published posthumously in 1918 (p.466), and translated in Baltzer, 1967:83- 4)  In this 

way, many of the debates about the relative importance of nucleus and cytoplasm in 

inheritance came to reflect older debates about the relative importance (or activity) of 

maternal and paternal contributions to reproduction.  In Platonic terms, the egg 

represented the body, and the nucleus, the activating soul.  

Over the last 25 years, however,  the problem of embryogenesis has returned to 

center stage.  And with its return, has come a change in discourse.  As we have learned 

more about how genes actually work in complex organisms, talk about ‘gene action’ has 

transmuted into talk about ‘gene activation,’ with the locus of control shifting from genes 

themselves to the complex biochemical dynamics (protein-protein and protein-nucleic acid 

interactions) of cells in constant communication with each other.  Genetic programs are 

giving way to developmental programs.  Scientific American glosses the shift as the 

“news” that “organisms control most of their genes.” (Beardsley, 1991:87) 

How did this happen?  Certainly, new technical developments have played crucial roles, 

but they do not tell the whole story.  Consider, e.g., the work on maternal effect genes and 

cytoplasmic rescue in Drosophila begun in the mid 70’s, and later carried to such 

remarkable fruition by Christiane Nu �sslein-Volhard and her colleagues.  This work, 

establishing the critical role played by the cytoplasmic structure of the egg prior to 

fertilization, is widely regarded as pivotal in the recent renaissance of DB.  But it did not 

depend on new techniques.  Indeed, Ashburner writes that “it could have been done 40 

years ago, had anyone had the idea.... All [it] required was some standard genetics, a 

mutagen, and a dissecting microscope, all available in the 30’s.” (Ashburner, 1993:1499)  
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Why then had it not been done earlier?  Ashburner says no one had had the idea, but I 

suggest rather that it was the motivation that had been missing.   

These experiments are immensely difficult and time-consuming; one needed the 

confidence that they were worth the effort.  Earlier that confidence would have been allbut 

impossible to sustain.  But the discourse of gene action had established a spatial map that 

lent the cytoplasm effective invisibility, and a temporal map that defined the moment of 

fertilization as origin, with no meaningful time before fertilization.  In such a schema, 

there was neither time nor place in which to conceive of the egg’s cytoplasm exerting its 

effects.  Indeed, the preferred term for “maternal effects” was “delayed effects.”  As long 

as one believed that the genetic message of the zygote ‘produces’ the organism, that the 

cytoplasm is merely a passive substrate, why would one go to all that trouble?   

By the 1970’s, however, the discourse of gene action had already begun to lose its hold.  

Partly in response to technical progress, but also, partly in response to political changes. 

Needless to say, change did not come overnight.  While embryology was no longer a 

thriving research enterprise after the war, the memory of that disciplinary struggle took 

time to abate.  It also took time—roughly two decades—for German biology to rebuild.  

Lastly, it took the women’s movement to change our ideas about gender, and perhaps the 

hiatus of bacterial genetics (where no one had to think about male and female 

contributions) for these changes to creep into biology.  But by the 1970’s, the entire world 

had changed, and so had the ways that seem natural to talk.  Embryology was no longer a 

rival, Germany had become a friend, and gender equity was all the rage.  Interwoven with 

these ‘external’ changes were, of course, the extraordinary  developments internal to 

molecular biology, especially the techniques of recombinant DNA.  These technical 

developments, working alongside and interaction with changes in the way we talked, and 

thought, soon effected dramatic changes in what we could know.  The language and the 

science worked, as they always do, in concert and in mutual reinforcement.  

 

In this example, metaphors of gender figure only covertly.  In other studies of language 

and science, the role of gender is even less noticeable, and in still others, it might not exist 

at all.  But this is to be expected. Twenty years ago, when scholars in gender studies first 
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began to think about science, the aim was to bring into the open a silent and occluded 

dimension of the history and philosophy of science.  Gender was never assumed to be the 

primary factor in either social or scientific development, only a widely overlooked factor 

in the history and philosophy of science that often proves surprisingly important.  And 

investigating the symbolic work of gender in science proved to be immensely productive 

for our understanding of how science works, starkly illuminating the constitutive role of 

language, culture, and ideology in the construction of science.  But I do not think that such 

analyses can take credit for changing the discourse in the culture at large.  For that, credit 

belongs elsewhere – namely, to underlying global social and cultural transformations that 

necessitated new ways of talking.  And from the repercussions of these transformations, at 

least some areas of science have been able to profit – in a word, have been able to be more 

objective. 

 


